Mounting Instructions

Part Number 156144FR
Air Filter (FR) Polaris MXR 450 525S Outlaw
(With Rubber Dia-57mm and Reducer 53mm)

Stock filter system: the stock Polaris filter system needs attention. The filter is secured using a
wire ring the slids over the filter. The filter is only held in place by this wire ring and is a poor
quality foam. Twin Air has developed a filter solution that clamps onto the carburetor and allows
the filter to remain inside the airbox for protection from the elements.

Instructions:
Unbolt the stock filter cage. Slid the filter cage out of the airbox. Remove the stock airboot from
the airbox.

(With all stock components removed, ready for Twin Air installation)
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Installation of Twin Air filter:
Slid the black foam ring through the rubber tube on the Twin Air filter. Insert the Twin Air filter
with the black ring towards the airbox into the airbox with the rubber boot going through the
open hole from the OEM cage/boot area. The black foam ring will provide added protection for
the filter in the airbox. The rubber boot will then clamp onto the carb. Use the reducer to decrease
the diameter to 53mm. Please remember to oil your filter before use; for best results use Twin Air
Foam Filter Oil.
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If you have any other questions feel free to contact us. For contact information go to
www.twinair.com or www.twinairusa.com.

Twin Air Parts and Accessories
- PowerFlow Replacement Air Filter: #156144FR
Twin Air Cleaning and Oiling Products
- Bio Dirt Remover: #159004
- Liquid Bio Power: #159017
- Bio Pack (Dirt Remover / Liquid Power): #159020
- Bio Spray: #159018M
- Twin Air Bio System: #159000BIO
For more details or to purchase these or other Twin Air products go to www.twinair.com,
www.twinairusa.com or visit your local Twin Air Authorized Dealer.
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